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Routine work orders completion rate: 84.7%

March

Work Order Completion Statistics 
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In March, Facilities Management revised employee mask compliance with the CDC guidelines.
Over the course of the pandemic, mask recommendations have evolved with new
understanding of the virus. DFM posted mask recommendation flyers by the key box and time
clock to serve as a refresher.  Each employee also received 2 additional reusable masks and an
informational flyer advertising how to register for the vaccine. 

COVID-19 Response
Vaccine Information and Mask Distribution  

In addition to flyers, DFM refreshed the COVID-19 guidelines in March's safety training.
Employees were instructed to review the content as a part of their monthly training
requirement and answer a few learning check questions. This training  covered the health
check questions, vaccine registration information, eyeglass fogging prevention, hand washing
and mask requirements.  
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Top News: Group C1 personnel became eligible for the vaccine! 



Temperatures in March rose quickly after the sub-zero temperatures and snow fall in February.  With
the warmer temperatures, spring arrived at WKU. 

 

Campus Services

1.) Crews continued to mulch landscape beds across
campus.  Two separate crews have re-mulched appx.
400,000 ft2 of landscape beds in anticipation for the
commencement ceremonies in late April and May.
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3.) Campus services has begun the transition to
performing fertilization in-house.  The purchase of two
Z-Spray sprayers will allow the grounds crew to apply
post/pre emergent fertilizer around the main campus
and athletic fields.  Round #1 of fertilization began in
late March with completion scheduled for  the first of
April.
 

4.) Softball and soccer season had multiple
home games on their home fields during
March.  The grounds crew had both fields
looking green and lush throughout the
month. Both teams complimented on the
condition of the fields, including the football
practice field.



5.) After a hard winter of snow and rain, the tennis courts needed a little TLC before the start of season.  The 
 grounds crew was called in to remove several of the “black” spots on the course before the start of the home
opener.  This typically is not a function for Campus Services, but the department was able to help the Athletic
department with cleaning of the courts due to a short time table before the season opener. 

 

Campus Services
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6.) Kelly Thompson Hall was in need of some landscape upgrades.  The building was renovated in 2020 without
landscape improvements.  Campus Services designed and installed shrubs to accent the entrance to the
building.  



 

Campus Services
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7.) One of the key areas to campus is a
Roundabout located at the southwest entrance
to campus.  Part of the MOU between the state
of Kentucky and WKU is that WKU will maintain
the turf and landscaping around the area.  To
help with the aesthetics of the area, the crew is
moving irrigation heads on the “splitter” islands
in anticipation of adding more sod in April.

8.) All the hard work in November of planting
tulip bulbs around campus finally bloomed
during March. Tulip bulbs were planted at
multiple locations around campus to provide 
 an added burst of color during the spring
season. 

In March, the Yoshino Cherry
Trees that line the main routes on
campus and are scattered across
the grounds bloomed. WKU traffic
spiked as more faculty, staff,
students and guests admired the
beauty of our campus.



Maintenance 
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Maintenance 
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Maintenance 
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Assisted BGMU Water and Sewer Division on location of water meter/service for farmers
market on Nashville Road.
Repaired leak on the water heater/booster pump on the trash can washer at South Street.
Replaced the motor on Building Heat/Hot Water pump #6 at KCC.
Completed semi-annual Ladder inspections for Tim/2021.
Replaced both sink basket strainers in the kitchen of Knicely Center.
Repaired leak on the domestic hot water recirculation line in the kitchen of Knicely Center.
Replaced 9 bad lights in the new storage building at South Street.
Installed new lavatory in JRH 3rd floor men’s restroom.
Finished installing covers on all pipes under lavatories (men and women) at PHAC (SGA
request).
Relocated both Building Heat/Hot Water pumps from Tate Page Hall to Nashville Road
Storage Building.
Finished replacing all storm water damaged ceiling tiles within area 1 for the month of March.            

Test more backflow preventers for 2020 within area.
Repair leak on 2 ½” domestic water line at Academic Complex/1st floor. 
Assist with demo of Tate Page Hall (locating utilities).
Lighting project at HSB.
Replace circulation pump #5 at PHAC.
Lighting replacement project at Jones Jagger Office 105?

Area Team ONE:
Completed Projects: 

Pending Projects:   

People Issues: 1 FTE Short due to hiring freeze.

Upgraded the lighting in PPB 115 from fluorescent troffers to LED troffers.
Worked on preseason football items at Smith Stadium.
Turned the water back on at Smith East for event on 3/26.
Prepped the Track Facility for upcoming meet on 4/2-3.
Provided support for two Men’s Basketball games and the Region IV High School
Basketball Tournament.
UPD Annex 1 and 2 renovation by contractors (ongoing).

Assist contractors with power outage at Helm Library on 4/1.
Repair 3rd baseline field lights at NDF (outsourced to Knight Electric).
Prep Diddle Arena, South Lawn, and Smith Stadium for upcoming commencement
ceremonies (early May).
Support several high school graduations (late May).
Retirement party for Nathan Brindley (late June).

Area Team TWO:
Completed Projects: 

Pending Projects:

People Issues: 1 FTE pending retirement (VSIP). 1 FTE short due to hiring freeze.



Maintenance 
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AG Expo- Cleared sewage drain in holding area in men’s and women’s restrooms.
AG Expo- Finished up fan coil unit p.ms and exhaust fans.
FAC- Finished up p.ms on fan coil units
Cherry Hall-Finished up p.ms on exhaust fans
Potter Hall- Finished up over 180 fan coil unit PM
Craven-Replaced circulating pump on Air hander 2
Gatton-Replaced exhaust fan motor and bearings on Exhaust fan #2
FAC-Replaced exhaust fan #12 motor.
FAC -Replaced blower motor on air handler #2
FAC- Replaced all hallway lights on 4th and 3rd floor to LED.

FAC-Continue working on lighting project on 1st and 2nd floor.
Working on p.ms for this month 
FAC-Air handler #2 keeps tripping out, replaced motor and checked motor starter.
Thinking the main wire has a short in it, going to pull new wire.
Farm- Greenhouse waiting on motor for louvers to come in.
VMH- Low water pressure to building, the LCD screen for control panel for booster pumps
stopped working.

Adjusted mixing valves and water heater temps in Snell Hall to obtain proper eyewash
temps
Replaced several water-soaked ceiling tiles from Tower Food court C-Store after rain
leaked in 
Unstopped plugged mop sink and floor drain line on 4th floor of EST
Inspected electric, water and heat in Greenhouse behind EH&S so it can be used again
Replaced faulty LED light panel in KTH 4057

Continue relabeling breaker panels at KTH
Rewire lighting circuit in EBS 3131 to get rid of Payne Sparkman

Areas Painted: 1660 Mimosa, assorted areas in FAC, Colonial Court
Sofia Downing repaired (really nice)
FAC Gallery Prepped
Plexiglass project for Potter 

Area Team THREE: 
Completed Projects:

Pending Projects:

People Issues: 2 FTE short due to hiring freeze, 1 FTE short due to military leave and 1 FTE
pending retirement (VSIP) 

Area Team FOUR:
Completed Projects: 

Pending Projects:   

People Issues: 1 FTE short due to hiring freeze and 1 FTE pending retirement (VSIP) 

CENTRAL SHOP:
Completed Projects:

Pending Projects: Decks for Softball Dugouts are underway. Still lots of work at FAC.
Reorganization work in central shop in progress. 
People Issues: 3 FTE Short due to hiring freeze. 2 WKU Student positions short.



Plant Operations  

Due to open positions, Plant Operations' 
 staffing levels are well below the necessary
level to maintain standard operations. There
has been a slowdown in the speed and
numbers of PMs that are being completed.
Crews are currently focusing their time on
responding to customer issues.
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Budget for Operations
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Through March, Plant Operations is still under average spending levels. This is primarily due to less
people being present on campus. As students and staff are starting to return to campus, the number of
customer issues are increasing causing a rise in our spending towards more typical levels. Our
encumbrances are on the rise which will reflect in the next few months.  



Plant Operations started the transition from heating and cooling in March. It takes about a month to get through the
process to be ready for the switchover. Last months report overviewed the overall systems and what is needed  to
transition from the standpoint of the HVAC systems. This month will overview some of the things related  to the
generation and distribution systems. This month, we need to shut down the steam, cool down the lines and prepare
for cooling. 

Steam Review: As you may notice during the winter, there is sometimes steam rising out of manholes or even the
ground around campus. These are leaks that develop for many reasons and must be repaired. The month of March is
when Plant Operations safely enters the manholes to locate the true source of a leak so we can make the repairs
during the summer. The steam system must be on because the small holes or leaking areas are not always visible
when steam is not up to pressure. There are also many leaks that are too big and release too much heat to see in
March (we will review these next month). 

Some of these leaks do not show visible steam, but if there is a sidewalk or grassy area that dries quickly after a rain or
melts the snow as it is falling we strongly believe that there is leak under that area.  We track all of these as we find
them, but there is little we can do to make repairs without shutting down the steam lines which cuts off  heat to
campus. For this reason, we track and plan in the winter heating season and execute repairs in the summer. Under
normal circumstances we produce the steam (heat), send it throughout campus (distribute the heat), it is converted
back to hot water in the buildings for use in heating a dorm room or classroom (use of heat). After we pull the energy
back out of the steam we are left with the water called condensate that we send back to the boilers to start the
process over. If there are leaks we need to continue to refill the system with water (this leads to more chemicals) and
the water is colder (condensate is about 140 degrees) so we must use more natural gas to heat the water. Bottom line,
leaks are wasteful in both resources and money. 

Plant Operations  

Special Highlight
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Chiller at DSU with end cap removed 1

HVAC System: While the heat plant is taking care of the
steam, the HVAC group is getting the chillers and cooling
towers ready to use. The chillers need to have the heat
exchange part cleaned every year in order to keep the
efficiency of the heat transfer high. This allows us to use the
full capacity of the chillers during the hottest days and saves
us money every day.  The picture below is a typical chiller on
campus. Crews must must pull the ends off of the chiller and
clean every one of those tubes. The process takes 4-5 days for
each chiller. The cleaning is for the deposits in the water that
drop out during the cooling season. These deposits limit the
amount of heat transfer. Basically it blocks that area from
doing its job. Cooling towers will be reviewed next month.
Since they are outside and have the possibility of freezing, we
fill those after we are certain that the freezing temps have
concluded. This year April 3rd was a "freeze event". The date
of the last event is always a 'best guess' process. 



Plant Operations  

Due to remote learning and the capability for staff to work from home our utility costs are down considerably from
last year. Like the operations budget, having more students and staff on campus raises our utility costs.

Last month, the report reviewed the increased cost of natural gas due to the cold weather across the nation. With
the freezing temperatures we had a double whammy: we had a much larger use for heating and at the same time
the natural gas wells in Texas were unable to produce gas. Because of this, the heating cost for the university was
$100,000 more than normal.

As we do the heating to cooling conversation we try to remind everyone of the WKU Energy Policy. The Energy
Policy is located on the 'Plant Operations' page of the WKU Facilities Management website.  

 (  https://www.wku.edu/facilities/energy_policy.pdf  )

We use our campus-wide energy management system to control the space temperatures. To save money we do
not run heating of cooling when classrooms are not is session under normal conditions. Since the start of COVID-
19, we have been running the systems much more to insure multiple air changes even when people are not in the
classrooms. For reference, we currently start the ventilation at least 2 hours before it will be used for the day and
leave it on until at least 1 hour after the last class ends. We will continue to do this until the CDC guidance is that
we can go back to normal. We will still follow the temperature guidelines from the Energy Policy when possible; 74-
76 degrees when the room is scheduled and 80-85 degrees when it is unoccupied after the last class.  

Utilities Budget  
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PFT:  Hydronic Loop Repairs
Replacement of #1 and #2 system pumps.
Replacement of transducers in building-wide booster system

Poland Hall:  Hydronic Loop Repairs  
Rebuild / repair of #2 system pump.  

Meredith Hall:  Cooling Tower
Replacement of fan motor and secondary wiring (age / heat damage).

Hall Staff Apartments:
Interior painting started in empty units.
HVAC upgrades quoted and approved
In process; flooring and lighting upgrades,  additional items under review 

NE Hall:
DHW:  Supply-line leaks / repairs. 
Rebuild / repair of #2 system pump.

McLean Hall:
Roof leaks after storm events / Resident room damaged and repairs.
Roofing contractors preparing quotes for options on slate repairs /
replacement.

Severe Weather / Ice Storm Response
Facilities / resident support functions maintained during campus closures.

Severe Weather / Ice Storm Response
Maintained crew presence to support common-area cleaning in all Halls
during campus closures.

All Halls:  cleaning / room setup of vacated spaces.
Daily cleaning  

Routine cleaning / Hi-touch Surface disinfection procedures across all halls
Crew Training:  Refresher and newly-hired personnel.

Summer Project Training:  
Supervisors / Team Leads:  re-training all personnel in summer actions utilizing
empty rooms (as available).

Maintenance Actions:

ESA Crew:

Housing and Resident Life  
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NE Hall:  DHW Supply Repair / Upgraded to Pro-Press Process versus Soldering;
Utilized on two repairs to date: has reduced length of service interruption
by approximately one hour in both events.

Maintenance Actions:

Housing and Resident Life  
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McLean:  Roof Leak / Resident Room Repairs
Maintenance Actions:



Summer project planning
Completed cleaning the equipment
cage. In-house equipment repairs are
taking place by our equipment repair
tech. 

Safety catch: Inside our ESA closets,
there are metal shelving units with
sharp corners and edges. We plan to
install rubber covers over the top of the
shelves to prevent employees from
getting cut or punctured. 

Time clock project is still underway.
Preparing for WKU summer employee
schedule change.
Preparing to recruit a supervisor to
replace a position once it is vacant.
Coordinating with Surplus to come
remove items from Sky Teach in order to
complete the detailed cleaning.

Completed Projects:    

Innovative Solutions:

Customer Focus:               

Environmental Services 
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Safety training conducted throughout the month of March focused Chemical Safety, First Aid, Slips/Trips/Falls
Safety and COVID-19 Awareness.

 
Supervisors focused on customer service with training on the topic of “Get it Right”. Supervisors discussed the

importance of proving accurate technical delivery of services as trained. 
 

Job specific training methods of the week covered elevator cleaning, stainless steel and metal polishing, spot cleaning
carpets, and Kaivac cleaning. 

 
The following was the training for the month of March.

 

In March, after some dedicated staff efforts, Safety
Training occurred fully online to support social distancing
guidelines and maintain training standards.

Employees visited the 'Training and Professional' section
of the Facilities Management Departmental Website.
From there, they clicked on a link to the monthly safety
training presentation. At the end of the presentation,
employees completed a digital 'Learning Check' quiz to
confirm understanding. With this new platform,
management is better able to track training completion
and safety understanding among employees.

Safety and Training
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There were 3 safety incidents in March. 
Two were trip and fall incidents and the other was a laceration. 



Guided by our shared value, each one of us is fully empowered to consistently
exceed the expectations of the university to insure a safe, clean and

stimulating learning, working and living environment for all involved.  To this
end, we will provide the most efficient and effective routine and preventative

maintenance services needed to support the strategic goals of Western
Kentucky University.

Workplace Culture

Our Mission

Monthly Safety training is completed.

Safety Committee meeting held

Safety Inspections completed each month by DFM managers.

Safety continues to be at the forefront in our operations. 

Safety is #1!
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